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INTRODUCTION
Having the major roadmap for MegaCryptoPolis successfully
completed, our team proceed to further development of the
decentralized city builder strategy game.

3D client was listed as one of the possible future development
options in the project White Book, but we assumed that only
visual upgrade would not be enough.
This document is an appendix to the MegaCryptoPolis White
Book that describes changes that will be made in the 3D version
of the MegaCryptoPolis project, which includes not only visual
part but also its core gameplay mechanics.

This will be the major upgrade for MegaCryptoPolis
economy model.
In short, buildings will become something more than just
Influence points generators, surroundings will no longer limit
upgrades and district owners will be provided with more control
over economy in their territories.
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FEATURES
New functions to for existing types of buildings to
be introduced in MegaCryptoPolis 3D:
Residential buildings will start producing
citizens those are required to maintain
operations in other buildings.
Offices will give citizens jobs to earn Ether.
Commercial buildings will restore citizens
Stamina and allow changing their
appearance for a small fee in Ether.
Municipal* buildings will gain insurance
funds in case of natural disaster in the
district.
Mining buildings will produce resources
required to construct new buildings.
Production buildings produce complex
resources required to upgrade other
buildings.
Industrial** buildings will produce Electricity
and Water that is required for other
buildings to operate.

* - also known as “Utility” buildings.
** - also known as “Energy” buildings.
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GAMEPLAY
Resources
Resources will be required to construct and upgrade a building.
Complex resources are produced from basic. All operations in
buildings (like resource collection or service offering) require
Energy and Water to be accomplished.
Basic Resources

Wood

Stone

Complex Resources

Brick

Glass

Sand
Steel
Metal
Consumables

Water

Energy

Any resource can be wrapped in Supply Box to be traded on the
internal market or external exchange in form of ERC-721 token.
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Buildings
All buildings will remain their type, level and location in the MCP
3D. However, considering a significant shift in gameplay model,
there MAY BE an one-time opportunity to change building type
before the actual Microeconomy launch. (to be announced later)

Residential

Apartment, Condo, Villa
Residential buildings will allow for creating new citizen tokens. At
least a couple citizens required for the building to operate in that
way. Construction level may define the amount of citizens that
can be created simultaneously.

Office

Business Center, Office Block
Office buildings pay salary to appointed citizens in Ether from the
Global Fund. Certain amount of Ether may depend on the
building’s Influence, construction level and corresponding
citizen’s qualifications.
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Commercial

Supermarket, Trade Center
Commercial buildings offer services for citizens on pay-per-use
basis. For example, changing a citizen appearance or helping to
recreate Citizen’s Stamina for a small fee in Ether. Offered
services, their variety and pricing depends on construction level
and corresponding citizen’s qualifications.

Mining

Metal Smelter, Concrete Factory,
Sand Smelter

, Wood Chop

Produces basic resources: Wood, Stone, Metal and Sand.

Production speed and amount of resources depends on the
building level. Supposed to require a lot of Water and Energy.
Mining buildings can operate effectively only within 11x11 field
around resource spots. The closer Mining building is located to
the resources spot, the better results will be.
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Production

Steel Mill, Factory,
Brick Factory

, Glass Factory

Complex resources and upgrades production requires simple
resources as well as some Water and Energy.

Energy

Solar Power, Thermal Power
Water Pump Station
Produces Water and Energy that is required for every building to
complete operations.
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Municipal

Hospital, Police, Fire Station
Insurance Fund is released in case of natural disaster in the
District. It is then distributed between all buildings of a certain
type depending on the type of disaster. District owner also
receives part of Insurance Fund.

Please be informed that names and visual representation for
some building types may be changed after upgrade.
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Citizens
Citizens help running operations in MegaCryptoPolis buildings.
Every citizen (may also be referred to as “Manager”) is a unique
ERC-721 crypto token stored on Ethereum blockchain.

Every citizen has unique genotype that defines his appearance
and qualifications. Citizen’s genotype, more often than not
depends on its parents.
Any citizen can be applied to any building. Number of citizens
that can be applied to a building may vary from 1 to 20
depending on building’s level. For example, a couple citizens will
be enough for Level 1 building to perform on maximum, but a
Huge building may require up to 10 of them.
Every operation in the building slightly decreases citizen’s
Stamina that can be restored in Commercial buildings.
Generation A Citizens will have the biggest Stamina while older
Generations may require restoration more often.
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QUALIFICATIONS
Citizens’ qualifications define their ability to manage different
types of buildings. Qualifications are given on birth and can’t be
changed over time (though may be boosted by a Pet).

Core qualifications for MegaCryptoPolis citizens:
Strength → suits best for Mining and Production,
Endurance → suits for Energy and Mining,
Charisma → suits for Commercial and Office,
Intelligence → suits for Office and Municipal,
Agility → suits for Production and Energy,
Luck → suits for Municipal and Commercial.
Every qualification may have up to 10 points. Having at least
one qualification with 8 points makes Citizen a ”Top Manager”.
9 points makes a Citizen “Professional” in a certain field. All 10
points in one qualification brings an “Executive” title.
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Citizen with 10 points in two qualifications within matching
fields is a “Top Executive”.
▪

Top Manager ― at least one 8/10 qualification.

▪

Professional ― at least one 9/10 qualification.

▪

Executive ― at least one 10/10 qualification.

▪

Top Executive ― at least two 10/10 qualifications in a
matching field.

This qualifications set is preliminary and can be changed prior to the game launch.

Qualifications determine salary in Offices, prices of services for
customers in Commercials, share of the insurance fund to be
received by Municipal building in the case of natural disaster,
amount of resources to be produced in Mining, Energy and
Production buildings.

GENIUS CITIZENS
Citizens having three or more
qualifications with 8+ points are Genius.

The most exclusive type of Genius Citizen
is Astronaut that has all 10/10
qualifications. Only 10 Gen A Astronauts
will be created during the Presale event.

CITIZEN AS CEO
Any citizen can be assigned as a CEO by a player, that will make
it player’s avatar to appear everywhere near the player
nickname or Ethereum address in the game interface.
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GENERATIONS

Generation affects Citizen’s Stamina that defines how long can a
Citizen work in a building before he will need a rest.
Maximum of 15 000 – 20 000 Generation A Citizens will be
created during Presale event. That is roughly ¼ from what is
required by currently constructed buildings to operate on their
maximum performance under the Microeconomy concept.
All Generation A Citizens comes with unique all-white look that is
available only for that Generation on Presale. Any Citizen can
then change his look in Commercial buildings.
Citizen token can be created in Residential buildings then. Every
next citizen token created in the game will have the succeeding
number to the oldest Generation from all the citizens appointed
to certain Residential building.
That said, it is always a good idea to have Citizens of the same
Generation in the single building.
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Pets
Pairing a Citizen with a Pet helps to improve citizen’s core
qualifications. Unique pet tokens will be generated only during
special events or co-promotions. Pet tokens can’t be created in
the game, changed or altered.

Every Pet is a non-fungible ERC-721 crypto token stored on
Ethereum blockchain.

Appliances
Pieces of hardware those can tweak building performance.

Some types of appliances may be produced in the game by
special buildings (to be announced later).
There may be a limit for a number of appliances to be installed on one
building. After de-installing the appliance it will be broken and lost
forever (token will be burned).
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ROADMAP
MCP 3D ENGINE DEMO
The first demo version of MegaCryptoPolis 3D client (visual part
only) will be presented in March 2019.

MCP 3D BOUNTY CAMPAIGN
District #147 land plots will be distributed between participants
of the Bounty Campaign that will take place from March to June
2019. This is the last island in MegaCryptoPolis with spare plots.

Land plots will be distributed randomly between all the
participants. Help us spread the word about MegaCryotoPolis 3D
and receive Bounty Points to your account. The more Bounty
Points you possess, the higher is the chance to receive a valuable
reward.
In order to take part in this event, please enlist using e-mail and
password on the dedicated Bounty Campaign web page.
On top of that, there will be a 10% reward in Ether paid directly
to your wallet for referrals purchases during Presale event.
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MCP 3D PRESALE EVENT
In order to pass over the chicken or the egg causality dilemma
and create an initial supply of game assets on the day of
Microeconomy launch a Presale event will be concluded in Q1Q2 2019. A maximum of 15 000 – 20 000 unique Generation A
Citizens will be distributed during this event (including 10 superexclusive Astronauts).

There will be 4 types of packs with game assets ranging from 3
to 10 random items: Citizens, Pets, Appliances and Resources.
Every pack will have at least one Generation A Citizen.
Local pack will start from as low as 0.03 ETH. A discount of 10%
will be applied on the first day of Presale, decreasing every next
day for 0.25%.
Example of an “Urban Pack” (5 items) contents unboxed:
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EXTERNAL EXCHANGE

After MegaCryptoPolis tokens will have their final structure they
will become available to be traded on external marketplaces.
This will allow to exchange game assets received during Presale
stage between players before the actual Microeconomy starts.

MCP 3D LAUNCH

MegaCryptoPolis 3D with the new Microeconomy layer gameplay
is planned for Q4 2019. We’ll do our best to launch the project
earlier,

however,

taking

in

consideration

sophisticated

development environment and consistent risks of decentralized
applications development we can’t be more certain on the
timeline at the moment.
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DISCLAIMER
IMPORTANT INFORMATION! PLEASE READ THIS
INFORMATION CAREFULLY AND IN ITS ENTIRETY!
THIS DOCUMENT IS OF A DESCRIPTIVE NATURE ONLY AND NOT BINDING.
THERE

IS

NO

WARRANTY,

EXPRESSED OR

IMPLIED, THAT THIS

FUNCTIONALITY WILL BE DEVELOPED OR RELEASED. MEGACRYPTOPOLIS
GAME IS PROVIDED ON AN “AS IS” BASIS. USE THIS SOFTWARE ON YOUR
OWN RISK.
1. DESCRIBED FEATURES MAY NOT BE RELEASED.
2. PRODUCT MAY CEASE TO EXIST.
3. NOT AN INVESTMENT / SECURITIES OR SWAP. GAME ASSETS HAVE NO
RIGHTS, USES, PURPOSE, ATTRIBUTES, FUNCTIONALITIES OR FEATURES,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY USES,
PURPOSE

OR

ATTRIBUTES.

GAME

ASSETS

MAY

HAVE

NO

VALUE,

FUNCTIONALITIES OR FEATURES.
4. PRODUCT MAY CONTAIN BUGS AND SERIOUS BREACHES IN THE SECURITY
THAT MAY RESULT IN LOSS OF YOUR GAME ASSETS OR THEIR IMPLIED VALUE.
5. ALL THE CRYPTOCURRENCY TRANSFERRED TO GAME SMART CONTRACTS
MAY BE LOST.
6. PRODUCT DEVELOPERS ARE NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY MONETARY LOSS,
PROFIT LOSS OR ANY OTHER LOSSES DUE TO USE OF DESCRIBED PRODUCT.
7. THIS DOCUMENT IS NOT FINAL. CHANGES COULD BE MADE BEFORE AND
AFTER THE RELEASE OF THE PRODUCT. NO PRIOR NOTICE MAY BHE GIVEN.
8. ALL TRANSACTION ON THE ETHEREUM BLOCKCHAIN ARE FINAL, NO
REFUND, COMPENSATION OR REIMBURSEMENT POSSIBLE.
9. YOU MAY LOOSE ALL THE CRYPTOCURRENCY TRANSFERRED TO THE GAME
SMART CONTRACTS.
YOU ACKNOWLEDGE AND AGREE THAT IT IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY TO
REVIEW THE PROJECT WEBSITE, TERMS & CONDITIONS PRIOR TO USING
THE PRODUCT.
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